08/04/2021 Leadership Team Meeting

Attendance:  
Tara Ryan, Tara Zolfaghari, Isha Hussein, Zoha Ahmad, Heaven Galvan, Aubyana Clarke

Liaisons: Ted Richardson, Leandra Shelton

Start Time: 3:05pm  
End Time: 4:28pm

Welcome

Opportunities

- Nest4us.org may be a possible connection to create an MYCT mutual aid group.  
  - Group set up meeting with Esha
- Boeing grant for $5000 to support youth mental health in Tacoma.  
  - Aubyana and Zoha advising Graduate Tacoma on grant application to use for the Social & Environmental Health committee.

Guests

- Ted will invite Eric Jackson in OEHR to the August 18 leadership team meeting, Mayor Woodards to August 21 general assembly, and Council Member Ushka to September 18 general assembly.
- Group expressed interest in further presentations on financial literacy, Tacoma history in regards to gentrification and rising costs of living, and Critical Race Theory.  
  - Ted will reach out to OEHR about doing an Equity 101 training with MYCT.  
  - Commissioners asked to think about what other guests or topics they might be interested in.  
  - Tara, Tara, Leandra, and Ted will look at calendar of upcoming meetings and when we might schedule future guests.

To-Dos

- MYCT deciding on when to have a virtual retreat and trainings.